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Abstract

Context: The automotive industry is undergoing a major transformation from a manufacturing industry towards an industry that relies heavily on software. As one of the main factors for project success, requirements engineering (RE) plays a major role in this transition. Similar to other areas of automotive engineering, the use of models during RE has been suggested to increase productivity and tackle increasing complexity by means of abstraction. Existing modelling frameworks often prescribe a variety of different, formal models for RE, trying to maximise the benefit obtained from model-based engineering (MBE). However, these frameworks are typically based on assumptions from anecdotal evidence and experience, without empirical data supporting these assumptions.

Objective: The overall aim of our research is to investigate the potential benefits and drawbacks of using model-based RE in an automotive environment based on empirical evidence. To do so, we present an investigation of the current industrial practice of MBE in the automotive industry, existing challenges in automotive RE, and potential use cases for model-based RE. Furthermore, we explore two use cases for model-based RE, namely the creation of behavioural requirements models for validation and verification purposes and the use of existing trace models to support communication.

Method: We address the aims of this thesis using three empirical strategies: case study, design science and survey. We collected quantitative and qualitative data using interviews as well as questionnaires.

Results: Our results show that using models during automotive RE can be beneficial, if restricted to certain aspects of RE. In particular, models supporting communication and stakeholder interaction are promising. We show that the use of abstract models of behavioural requirements are considered beneficial for system testing purposes, even though they abstract from the detailed functional requirements. Furthermore, we demonstrate that existing data can be understood as a model to uncover dependencies between stakeholders.

Conclusions: Our results question the feasibility to construct and maintain large amounts of formal models for RE. Instead, models during RE should be used for a few, important use cases. Additionally, MBE can be used as a means to understand existing problems in software engineering.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Since the first introduction of software in the automotive domain about 40 years ago, the amount of software in cars has grown exponentially [1]. Increasingly, costs and innovations in the automotive domain are driven by software [2]. While software is nowadays an essential element in automotive systems, it also causes interactions between parts of the vehicle that were traditionally independent [1], thus giving rise to the system’s complexity.

In software engineering (SE), requirements engineering (RE) is known as one of the major factors affecting project success [3–5]. Specifically in the automotive domain, RE has been reported as a key challenge, e.g., in [1,6]. Hence, targeting RE as an area of improvement could substantially improve the current SE practice in the automotive domain. Therefore, this PhD thesis targets the area of automotive RE as a problem domain.

The use of formal models in SE has long been advocated for, as a means to abstract from the problem and tackle complexity. The use of models throughout the SE lifecycle is known as model-based engineering (MBE) or model-driven engineering (MDE) [7]. In addition to handling complexity, there is evidence that MBE improves productivity, quality and other important factors [8,9]. Therefore, using models also during automotive RE could be beneficial to tackle existing problems.

However, several challenges are associated with MBE, such as lack of tool maturity, tool interoperability, required education, and organisation support [9–12]. Using formal methods in the wider sense has also been debated heavily, in particular regarding adoption and usefulness in practice [13]. For example, Tony Hoare, arguably one of the most influential researchers in the area of formal methods, stated in 1995:

“Ten years ago, researchers into formal methods (and I was the most mistaken among them) predicted that the programming world would embrace with gratitude every assistance promised by formalisation to solve the problems of reliability that arise when programs get large and more safety-critical. Programs have now got very large and very critical - well beyond the scale which can be comfortably tackled by formal methods. There have been many problems and failures, but these have nearly always been attributable to inadequate analysis of requirements or inadequate management control. It has turned
out that the world just does not suffer significantly from the kind of problem that our research was originally intended to solve.”

- Sir Tony Hoare

Interestingly, this quote not only questions the use of formal methods for problems of industrial complexity, it also points to requirements as one of the main factors for failures. For RE specifically, Jackson [14] argues that RE is a “meeting place between formal and informal” and that RE cannot be purely formal. Hence, while issues in RE clearly seem to be worth addressing, the extent to which it is practical to adopt modelling techniques during RE is debated.

Regardless of this debate, existing solution proposals advocate a substantial use of formal models during RE, e.g., [6, 15]. However, this work is typically based on assumptions and anecdotal evidence, and there is only little empirical work investigating the use of MBE during RE.

Therefore, the overall aim of this PhD project is to investigate the potential use of model-based requirements engineering (MBRE) in an automotive context. To do so, the goals of this thesis are as follows.

**G1:** To empirically investigate the current and potential use of MBE during automotive RE.

**G2:** To explore solutions addressing existing RE challenges by using models.

Goal G1 aims to build a broad empirical basis on which future work can propose and evaluate MBE approaches to automotive RE. It includes understanding how MBE currently functions in the automotive domain, assessing which challenges exist in automotive RE, and for which areas of RE models could be most promising. Goal G2 constitutes the constructive part of this thesis as complement to G1, targeting a subset of the specific suggestions elicited for G1.

In vehicle projects, requirements are typically evolved and rarely start from scratch [16]. Therefore, in this thesis, we mainly consider the aspects of how requirements are specified and how existing requirements are managed. That is, elicitation of new requirements from stakeholders is not the main focus.

The remainder of this introduction chapter starts with an overview of the theoretical background of the problem domain, automotive RE, and of the solution domain, MBE, in Section 1.1. Based on the background, MBRE is discussed in Section 1.2 and the goals and scope of this thesis are re-visited in more detail in Section 1.3. Related work to this thesis is outlined in Section 1.4, followed by the research methodology in Section 1.5. The contribution of each individual paper is discussed in Section 1.6. The findings are summarised in Section 1.7, followed by a discussion of the overall thesis topic in Section 1.8. Threats to the validity of the thesis are discussed in Section 1.9. The introduction chapter is concluded by a summary and a discussion of future work.

### 1.1 Background

This thesis addresses the problem domain of RE as a part of automotive systems engineering. As a solution domain, MBE is considered. Therefore, this section
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provides an overview of automotive RE and MBE.

1.1.1 Automotive Requirements Engineering

According to Maurer and Winner [16], automotive systems engineering is “(A) methodology for developing systems for a vehicle, or a vehicle as a system”. This development includes several disciplines, such as mechanical engineering, electrical engineering and SE. Vehicles are usually developed by an original equipment manufacturer (OEM), in cooperation with several first-tier and second-tier suppliers.

Automotive systems engineering has specific characteristics, which distinguish it from other areas in systems engineering [16]. First, vehicles are used under greatly varying conditions, e.g., imposed by different laws in different countries, different skill levels and behaviour of drivers or variations within different cars of the same model. Secondly, demands on compatibility of subsystems are high, as components are re-used across vehicle models. In particular, this means that vehicle projects rarely start from scratch but rather evolve existing specifications. Thirdly, the high degree of safety critical functions and the large production volume greatly influence the costs of errors made during development. Finally, automotive systems engineering is traditionally organised in a vertical way [1]. That is, sub-systems are as independent as possible. The use of software, however, increasingly adds dependencies between these sub-systems [1].

Overall, the distribution among disciplines and organisations, as well as the specific characteristics of automotive systems engineering makes developing vehicles highly challenging.

The automotive industry faced rapid increases in size and complexity of the software included in vehicles in the past three decades [2]. For instance, in 2002, the Volvo XC90 automobile contained 38 Electronic Control Units (ECUs) [17]. The 2015 model of the same vehicle type already contains 108 ECUs [17], almost three times as many as in the 2002 model. Today, software is used for purposes such as engine control, infotainment and for safety-critical aspects of vehicles, such as braking or steering the vehicle. As a consequence, demands on the quality of software increase even more [2].

As a part of the overall development, the automotive industry is also struggling with RE [6]. From software projects on a general level, it is known that RE influences project outcome significantly [3]. Therefore, by improving RE, the chances of succeeding in a project can be increased. For instance, improving particular RE practices leads to fewer defects in the end product [18] or to increased productivity and improved communication during development [19].

RE is “a systematic and disciplined approach to the specification and management of requirements [...]” [20]. A requirement is “(1) A need perceived by a stakeholder. (2) A capability or property that a system shall have. (3) A documented representation of a need, capability or property.” [20]. The process of RE is typically broken down into requirements elicitation, requirements specification and requirements management. In requirements elicitation, requirements are sought, captured and consolidated [20]. This includes to address sufficiently the goals of multiple stakeholders, which can be conflicting. In requirements
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specification, the requirements are specified in a systematic fashion [20]. The resulting document is also called a requirements specification and separate documents can exist on the customer side (Customer Requirements Specification) and on the supplier side (System Requirements Specification) [20]. Finally, requirements management is the process of managing existing requirements specifications. In particular, this includes making changes to requirements and tracing later development artefacts, such as program code and tests, to requirements.

The overall requirements specification should meet several quality criteria to be considered a ‘good’ specification, according to IEEE Std. 830-1998 [21]. These contain (definitions according to [22]), e.g., correctness, to meet a customer’s need or expectation; consistency, to not contain any conflicting requirements; or verifiability, that there exists a feasible way to check that the product meets the requirements. Some of these criteria are, in practice, difficult to achieve, e.g., completeness of a specification [22].

Overall, the specific characteristics and rapidly increasing complexity of software in automotive systems engineering, together with the importance of RE are the reason for selecting automotive RE as a problem domain in this thesis.

1.1.2 Model-Based Engineering

Models are central elements in many engineering disciplines. They can help to explain complex concepts in a simplified way, by excluding information that is not relevant for the explanation [7].

We use the following definition for a model, based on Stachowiak’s features of a model [23]: A model is a representation of entities and relationships in the real world with a certain correspondence for a certain purpose. Therefore, when talking about a model, it is essential to answer what the model represents (the model object) and why it exists (the model purpose).

MBE and MDE are engineering approaches that have been devised to handle complexity and increase efficiency in the development of software or engineering in general [24]. As their names suggest, both employ models to handle complexity by means of abstraction. Additionally, both approaches are used in industry [10, 11, 25], and several empirical studies show benefits of MBE, e.g., increased productivity [11] and improved quality [26]. Therefore, we consider them as a candidate solution to address the challenges in automotive RE.

We use the definitions by Brambilla et al. [7], in which MBE comprises approaches were models play an important role but not necessarily the primary role. MDE has a narrower scope and is an approach in which models are used as the primary artefacts throughout the entire engineering process [7]. In the literature, many similar abbreviations are used to describe approaches that differ only slightly from MBE and MDE. For example, Model-Driven Development (MDD) can be seen as a subset of MDE, only focusing on software or systems development. Finally, Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) is a specific version of MDD devised by the Object Management Group [27], and therefore a subset of MDD. The overlap between the different approaches is visualised in Figure 1.1.
In model-centric approaches, the concept of a meta model plays a key role. Each model conforms to a meta model, it is “written in the language of each meta model” [28]. Creating new meta models allows essentially the creation of new (modelling) languages, a concept heavily utilised for so-called Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs). One of the most well-known, standard meta models is the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [29].

Apart from models and meta models, transformations play an important role in model-centric approaches. For example, model transformations are considered to be “a key part of MDA” [30] and to be “among the most important operations applied to models” [31]. Their task is to transform models into different artefacts, e.g., into other models or into program code. These transformation steps could be automated by using special transformation languages, e.g., following the Query/View/Transformation standard [32].

Ideally, transformations are automated in order to require as little as possible manual work in between the transformation steps. If this is the case, tracing between the models exists and complexity is reduced, as less manual work is needed to create and maintain artefacts throughout the entire engineering process. The overall vision of MDA, and typically of MDE, is then that models are created at all steps in the engineering process and transformed into other models, down to the final artefact, typically program code.

As to what extent model transformations are used in industry and whether it is in practice possible and feasible to have an automated chain all the way to program code, or any other low-level artefact, is not answered by related academic work. This vision is however not very realistic given the abstraction gaps in between artefacts in the development process, in particular between abstract artefacts that contain uncertainty and the final system. For example, high-level requirements do typically not contain any information on how the architecture of a software system should be structured. Therefore, domain knowledge is needed to add this information while constructing a model of the software architecture. An automated transformation would not be able to add this domain knowledge.

The terminology regarding model-centric approaches is not used consistently in academic literature. For example, the definition itself does not clearly
state what it means that models are \textit{primary} artefacts. Furthermore, some researchers regard only approaches which contain model transformations to be model-driven. Therefore, we position ourselves broadly in this thesis and use the most permissive term, MBE, as a possible solution domain to challenges in automotive RE. Our primary intention is not so much to outline exactly which of the different model-centric approaches should be used in practice, but rather to show different possibilities.

1.2 Model-Based Requirements Engineering

While the overall demands for developing automotive systems increase, requirements in particular are a major cost driver in all types of embedded systems [2]. Therefore, special attention towards the process of RE is warranted.

The documented benefits of using MBE in industry, e.g. in [10, 11, 26], indicate that MBE can be used to address these increased demands in industry. Given the importance of RE, MBE should not be restricted to software design and development only, but be already used during RE in the automotive domain. In this thesis, we refer to this approach as automotive MBRE. Figure 1.2 visualises the relationship between the problem domain of automotive RE as a subdomain of automotive systems engineering, and the solution domain of MBE.

![Figure 1.2: Model-Based Requirements Engineering](image)

Based on the definitions of RE and MBE and the different aspects of automotive systems engineering, the 'Addresses' arrow in Figure 1.2 could be refined in several different ways. In particular, several approaches of using models in RE have been proposed in the past and, therefore, some kind of classification scheme or taxonomy is needed to clarify the nature of our contributions. For this purpose, we use the classification model depicted in Figure 1.3, using the feature model notation by Kang et al. [33]. In this figure, a feature can be seen as one aspect of model usage. We call one instance of this model a \textit{configuration}. Some of the model’s aspects can only have pre-defined values, i.e., \textit{grade of formality} and \textit{completeness}. Other aspects can have arbitrary values, or at least a non-exhaustive list of them, e.g., the \textit{purpose}.

This classification is based on our current understanding. As of now, it
has not been validated and serves therefore only as a means to describe the variety of how MBE can be used to address automotive RE (or other problem domains) and the contribution of this thesis. Therefore, we do not discuss here if all aspects are indeed required (mandatory) and whether or not the listed aspects exhaustively describe MBRE.

Figure 1.3: Different Aspects of using MBE for a Given Problem Domain

According to the definition, every model has a \textit{purpose}. In MBRE, the model purpose could be, e.g., to increase the domain understanding, to document requirements in form of a graphical model, to aid elicitation, or to enable requirements validation.

Furthermore, each model represents a part of the real-world, which we here call the model \textit{object}. For example, a model could represent a functional requirement, an entire requirements specification, the relation between multiple stakeholders used for elicitation, or the structure of the requirements specification and traces between single requirements. Whether functional requirements or non-functional requirements (quality requirements) are described is also dictated by the model \textit{object}. Due to the rather important distinction of these two terms, they could, however, also be seen as a separate aspect in this classification.

Similarly to requirements and requirements specifications, each model in MBRE has a number of \textit{stakeholders}. These can be broken down further into the creators of the model, the receivers of the model and any other stakeholders. Creators need to have the technical and domain knowledge to create the models in a way that is semantically and syntactically correct and represents the domain in a correct way. Receivers need to be able to understand the model. In RE, both receivers and creators are primarily domain experts, which means that they might not be experts in modelling. Especially when models are intended for documentation and comprehension purposes, this needs to be taken into account when devising modelling approaches for RE. Further stakeholders (\textit{others}) can be considered in the RE sense, i.e., any person who has a stake
in the model. This includes, e.g., internal stakeholders in the organisation, customers, end-users, as well as standardisation and regulation bodies.

Models can have different *notations*, which, in turn, can be graphical or textual. Candidates are common modelling languages, such as UML [29] or i* [34]. The notation could further be divided into standard and non-standard notations. However, this aspect is not relevant for the contents of this thesis and therefore omitted.

The *tooling* used for creating, editing and viewing models plays an important, and in practice often deciding, role. Tools influence which notations can be used and for what purposes the models can be employed. Furthermore, they heavily influence how the model can be accessed and distributed, e.g., through interchange with other tools or export functions.

The *level of abstraction* on which the models are created is especially relevant in RE. For example, a model of requirements can follow common requirements abstraction levels, such as the Requirements Abstraction Model [35] or Lauesen’s classification into goal-level, domain-level, product-level and design-level requirements [22]. Additionally, a model could be intentionally simplified, e.g., to be more understandable to non-experts.

The *grade of formality* varies largely between different models. A model that is aimed at exploring the domain during requirements elicitation and that should be understandable for several types of (non-expert) stakeholders will most likely be informal, whereas a model used for simulation or code generation needs to be formal in order to fulfill its purpose. A model’s grade of formality is typically broken down into *formal*, for defined formal syntax and semantics, *semi-formal*, when either semantics or syntax are not completely formally defined, or *informal*, when both are at least partially missing.

During RE, there is a high level of uncertainty initially, with only few requirements and goals being known. During requirements elicitation, this situation changes as uncertainty is slowly decreasing. Similarly, the amount of requirements, their abstraction level and the level of detail changes. Therefore, the *point in time* at which models are created plays an important role in MBRE. For example, goal models might be commonly created in early stages of RE, whereas detailed UML models for simulation are more realistic later on. Specifically to automotive systems engineering, requirements are rarely written newly, but rather evolve from project to project [16].

The term *completeness* can be defined in two different ways in MBRE. On the one hand, completeness is used in RE as a quality criterion to describe whether a requirements specification covers all non-trivial stakeholder expectations and needs. On the other hand, the notion of completeness is often used for models that contain all necessary information and do not conflict with constraints imposed by the meta model. Incompleteness in models can be caused by uncertainty or multiple stakeholder opinions [36].

We do not see uncertainty as a separate aspect in this classification. While it could be considered as such, we consider it a part of the model *notation*, i.e., notations that contain elements to explicitly encode uncertainty, and part of the *completeness*, i.e., by leaving out uncertain information.

The aspects depicted in Figure 1.3 are related to each other and influence each other in various ways. For instance, the most obvious relationship is that of *notation* to *tooling*, as a modelling tool supports only a defined set of
modelling notations. Similarly, notation and tooling will in practice affect the purpose, as both can have different restrictions on what the resulting models might be used for. For example, it would make little sense to model behaviour requirements for the purpose of simulation using notation or a tool that does not support simulation/execution.

Additionally, the order in which the aspects are defined is often unclear. For example, organisations might decide to introduce a special model notation for a specific purpose, e.g., executable state machines in order to simulate system behaviour early on. However, this decision could be taken the other way around, e.g., if executable state machines are already used in the organisation, the decision to use them for simulation could be taken later. These relations between aspects are non-trivial and require further empirical investigation as a part of future work.

1.3 Goals and Scope

The classification of MBRE in Section 1.2 now allows us to revisit the goals of this PhD thesis and illustrate the contribution in terms of this classification.

As stated in the beginning of this chapter, the goal of the overall PhD thesis is to investigate the potential use of MBRE in an embedded systems context, mainly focusing on the automotive domain. In order to point out important factors in MBRE, this includes to a large extent building an empirical basis of the state of practice. In terms of Figure 1.3, this means that the aim is to investigate which configurations of the feature model already exist in practice (and possibly outside of RE), which ones are considered useful/promising by practitioners, and which ones could help address existing challenges in RE. In addition to understanding the current state, it is desirable to propose concrete solution candidates, i.e., explore configurations of the feature model.

While, ideally, it would be desirable to cover as much as possible of the current state in the automotive domain, this is unrealistic. Therefore, most of the studies addressing the aim of this thesis aim to investigate specific situations at our case companies. In particular, this is intended to provide an in-depth view on the current state, instead of trying to be general. This is further discussed in Section 1.5.

In terms of goals and research questions, the contribution of this PhD thesis is as follows.

**G1:** To empirically investigate the current and potential use of MBE during automotive RE.

**RQ1:** To what extent is MBE used in the automotive domain and how is it perceived?

**RQ2:** Which problems exist in automotive RE?

**RQ3:** What is the current state and the potential of using models during automotive RE?

**G2:** To explore solutions addressing existing RE challenges by using models.

**RQ4:** To what extent can real-life textual specifications of behaviour be translated to formal models?
**RQ5:** How can existing requirements specifications be exploited for improving communication (regarding requirements)?

**G1** aims to form an empirical basis of MBRE in the automotive domain. More detailed, **RQ1** aims at establishing a picture of the different configurations of the model in Figure 1.3 which are already used in the automotive domain, but not restricted to RE only. **RQ2** is only indirectly related to the feature model in Figure 1.3. That is, it outlines problematic areas of RE, which could then be addressed by specific modelling solutions (e.g., by addressing specific *purposes* or model *objects*). **RQ3** aims at increasing the understanding of which kind of configurations of the model in Figure 1.3 could be beneficial for automotive MBRE.

The second goal, **G2**, explores specific configurations of the model in Figure 1.3, based on the findings for the first part of the thesis. This can be seen as a constructive complement to the empirical basis this thesis builds.

The goals are addressed by the five papers included in this PhD thesis, each addressing one of the five research questions. Figure 1.4 depicts how the papers address each goal and research question individually. Papers A, B, and C jointly address goal **G1**, forming an empirical basis of MBRE in the automotive domain. On top of this empirical basis, two concrete solution candidates are investigated, addressing goal **G2**. These are (a) the use of modelling languages for expressing behaviour requirements as models (Paper D, **RQ4**) and (b) the use of existing models of requirements specification to tackle existing RE challenges (Paper E, **RQ5**). Direction (a) is concerned with the creation of requirements models and resulting analysis possibilities, whereas direction (b) is more concerned with how existing requirements specifications can be understood as a model and what potential benefits result from this understanding. These two directions are investigated to show the potential benefit of MBRE based on two concrete cases, strongly supported by the empirical basis.

While the five research questions are primarily answered by one paper each, there is some overlap. In particular, Papers A to C give partial answers to all **RQ1**, **RQ2**, and **RQ3**.

### 1.4 Related Work

Given the broad scope of this PhD thesis, there is a substantial body of knowledge related to each of the research questions individually. Therefore, the detailed related work is discussed in each paper separately. Here, we give an overview of related work, both targeting individual goals and the overall thesis scope.

**RQ1** targets the use of MBE in the embedded industry. Apart from our own contribution, several empirical studies exist that focus on the use of models in industry, e.g., [8–12,25,37]. Common themes in these studies are that MBE helps finding defects early [8,38], increases productivity [8,26], and improves the overall quality of the resulting system [25,26].

However, a substantial amount of challenges is reported as well, the most common ones being tool related issues, e.g., lack of tool maturity [8,9,12,25,37].
and interoperability [8, 25, 39], and the complexity and lack of scalability of creating models [8, 9, 25, 39].

To succeed with MBE, existing work suggests that an iterative approach is needed [10], together with organisational commitment [10, 12, 37, 40]. However, there is a need for substantial education of engineers [11].

Finally, there are few studies that go beyond the population of modelling proponents and investigate the extent to which modelling is used by software engineers in general, e.g., [41, 42]. They report a low use of models, in particular formal models. Reasons for not using models are that they are considered too much effort [41, 42] given the benefit, lack good tool support [42], or lack of usefulness [41].

Studies focusing explicitly on embedded systems, which is typically seen as a domain with large adoption of model-based techniques, are much less common than general studies on MBE adoption. Apart from our own studies, we are only aware of three studies focusing explicitly on MBE in embedded systems, i.e., [26, 38, 43]. Agner et al. [26] survey the Brazilian embedded industry, reporting that MBE increases productivity and improves quality, maintenance and portability. Additionally, the authors report that MBE is mainly used for documentation, with only little use of code generation or model-centric approaches. From a case study within the automotive domain, Kirstan and Zimmermann report positive effects of MBE, such as an earlier detection of
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errors or cost savings during initial development phases [38]. As shortcomings, they report tool interoperability. Finally, Heldal et al. [43] investigate the use of prescriptive models (i.e., models of something that does not yet exist) and descriptive models (i.e., models of something that does exist) at three embedded case companies. The authors report several model uses for different purposes, e.g., sketches of requirements to aid understanding of requirements. Additionally, the authors find that multiple languages and tools are necessary and, therefore, formulate the hypothesis that tool interoperability is a key challenge.

**RQ2** targets problems in automotive RE. Several publications state that RE is one of the largest problems in this domain [1,6], and that RE is currently performed in an ad-hoc fashion [6]. While some of the authors have substantial experience and knowledge of automotive systems, their statements lack empirical support. We are aware of two empirical studies reporting specific problems in automotive RE [44,45]. Almefelt et al. [45] report that requirements are often incomplete or conflicting, and that it is difficult to overview specifications due to their size. Pernstål et al. [44] report that requirements are often unclear in early phases of a project and that it is difficult to communicate requirements to suppliers.

Outside the automotive domain, several publications explore challenges in RE with respect to organisation and communication, e.g. in large-scale RE [46] and market-driven RE [47]. However, their findings are not domain specific. Thus, while it is unclear to what extent they apply to automotive RE, they serve as a frame of reference for **RQ2**.

**RQ3** is specifically investigating the combination of models during RE. Models play an important role in the RE community, as can be seen from the many papers discussing models at the RE conference series [48], the premier academic conference in RE. As the classification in Section 1.2 suggests, the amount of possible combinations for applying modelling during RE is vast. Hence, it is not surprising that this is reflected in the amount of work in the RE community. Popular approaches are, in particular, goal modelling and meta modelling, i.e., creating new domain-specific languages [48].

Restricting the scope to automotive RE only, models are often seen as a hope to cope with future challenges, e.g., in [1,49]. A common approach is to use structural modelling notations, such as EAST-ADL [50] or the SysML requirements diagram extensions [51], to enforce the structure of a requirements specification. For example, Boulanger and Vănu [52] describe a methodology to develop embedded automotive systems, using EAST-ADL and SysML for requirements modelling. Similarly, Piques and Andrianarison [53] report industrial experiences with using SysML in the automotive domain. Albinet et al. [54] introduce a similar approach, but also use the UML profile MARTE for real-time systems. All three approaches have in common that the requirements themselves are expressed in natural language, whereas the model object is the specification structure.

With respect to industrial practice, the extent to which models are used during RE is not as clear. Lubars et al. [55] report that Entity-Relationship diagrams and object-oriented models are common in RE during the early 90s. However, the authors do not report how these models are used later on. The popularity of models could partially stem from the widespread use of the
Rational Unified Process and Structured Analysis at that time, which both include the use of models during RE. However, a more recent study by Sikora et al. [56] reports that practitioners in the embedded industry advocate a more intensive use of models during RE. The authors attribute this to the automation possibilities that RE models could offer. Finally, Méndez Fernández et al. [57] study how RE is executed in 12 successful\textsuperscript{1} real-life projects at CapGemini. The authors analyse which artefacts are produced throughout the RE process and why. Results show that domain and environment models are present in all 12 projects.

For the remaining research questions, RQ\textsuperscript{4} and RQ\textsuperscript{5}, there is a substantial body of knowledge proposing solutions on how models can be used in industry, both in the automotive industry and beyond. The SPES 2020 Methodology [15] for the development of embedded systems and REMsES [6] are two prominent examples that prescribe the use of a large variety of different models throughout the entire development cycle. For instance, SPES 2020 suggests using context models, goal models, and scenario models during RE. Substantial follow-up work explores the use of SPES or adapts it for different types of systems, e.g., [58–60]. Interestingly, many of the findings in this follow-up work question the feasibility of introducing the methods on a large scale. For example, Böhm et al. [59] state that one of the main success factors of modelling a train control system was the existence of a high-quality, textual input specification. Similarly, Brings et al. [60] find that a large number of dependencies cause problems when trying to model cyber-physical systems.

Apart from SPES and REMsES, there are several other proposals for requirements modelling. For instance, Brandstetter et al. [61] propose early validation of requirements by means of simulation. Fockel and Holtmann [62] propose the use of controlled natural language and formal models in an interchangeable manner using bi-directional graph transformations. However, their solution proposal lacks empirical evaluation.

Focusing on verification only, models have been shown to enhance the testing process in what has been coined Model-Based Testing [63]. However, it is also common in this area of research to focus on solution proposals, while evaluation or validation research is scarce [63].

Overall, the related work on this PhD thesis can be summarised as follows. In recent years, a substantial body of knowledge regarding the use of MBE in industry has developed. Among the published studies, those addressing the embedded systems domain in particular are however scarce. Similarly, the use of models during RE specifically is rarely investigated empirically, even though solution proposals are common. Therefore, there is a need for a thorough investigation of the current use, the obstacles, and the potential of MBE during RE, considering the context of the automotive domain. We address this need in Papers A, B, and C.

While there is already substantial work proposing the use of models during RE, our work on goal G2 complements these by exploring aspects that have so far not been considered in detail. That is, exploring the use of high-level abstractions of requirements (as investigated in Paper D), and considering existing data as a structural model (as exploited in Paper E).

\textsuperscript{1}released and deployed systems, used in production
1.5 Research Methodology

SE involves human activities as part of the development process. In particular, the development of software is a creative process and we are unable to ‘manufacture’ software [64]. Therefore, it is difficult to evaluate many aspects of SE without human involvement. For example, introducing a method that almost exclusively focuses on the use of models might work very well in theory, and result in substantial quality improvements, but engineers might still resist this introduction. This would render this good theoretical solution infeasible in practice. To acknowledge this, the research methodology used in this thesis follows the scientific method discussed by Basili [65]. In this method, the existing state is observed, followed by a proposal of a model or a theory, which is then evaluated [65]. In particular, the empirical paradigm uses empirical studies to do so [65]. Papers A, B, and C in this thesis aim to collect empirical data in order to understand the current situation in industry. This corresponds to the first point in the scientific method, “observe the world” [65]. In Papers D and E, methods to solve existing problems found in the first three papers are then proposed and evaluated.

We use different research strategies for the five studies described in the attached papers. An overview of the studies with their respective strategy and data collection methods is listed in Table 1.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper A</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>113 survey participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper B</td>
<td>Case Study &amp; Survey</td>
<td>14 interviewees,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31 survey participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper C</td>
<td>Case Study</td>
<td>14 interviewees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper D</td>
<td>Design Science</td>
<td>3 interviewees,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>analytical evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper E</td>
<td>Design Science</td>
<td>15 interviewees,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12 survey participants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Paper A, we collected data using a survey. Surveys can be helpful to obtain a snapshot of the current situation and can give a broad overview of the surveyed area [64]. They are used to obtain a representative picture of a larger population [66]. This fits well the scope of a first, broad study, as we obtain a picture of MBE as a whole within the embedded systems domain. We do not yet focus on a specific problem (and not on RE specifically), but rather try to understand what is currently happening in the automotive domain.

Papers B and C are aimed at a more detailed situation, i.e., the requirements process in the automotive domain and the use of models within this process. To investigate this situation, we use a multiple case study, collecting qualitative data in the form of semi-structured interviews\(^2\). A case study is appropriate when the boundaries between the studied concept and the context are not clear [64], which is the case in Papers B and C. In particular, it is important to point out that we do not aim to generalise as broadly as we do in Paper A.

\(^2\)Note that Papers B and C use the same interview data.
Instead, we try to understand the detailed situation in the context of study. In addition to the interview data, Paper B makes use of a follow-up survey aimed at testing the outcomes of the qualitative data analysis using a broader sample of practitioners.

Papers D and E make use of the design science research strategy. In design science research, new artefacts are created and evaluated in an iterative fashion [67]. That is, the main activities consist of designing the artefact and investigating it in its context [68]. In contrast to case studies, design science focuses on the creation of a new artefact instead of understanding a situation in its context (without actively changing it). In contrast to the action research strategy [69], design science focuses more strongly on the actual artefact, not necessarily changing the process or the context the artefact exists within.

In addition to choosing the research strategies to reach the intended aim of each study and the overall PhD thesis, there is an underlying thought of demonstrating literacy in research methodology towards the PhD degree. Therefore, we make use of a variety of different research strategies, covering case study (Papers B and C), survey (Papers A and B) and design science research (Papers D and E). Furthermore, the different papers contain elements of qualitative (Papers B, C, D, and E) as well as quantitative research (Papers A, B, and E).

Focusing on the author of this PhD thesis, there is also a different level of seniority throughout the papers, ranging from a participant role, mainly designing and conducting a study based on others’ ideas (Paper A), over studies that were planned, designed and conducted to a large extent individually by the PhD candidate (Papers B, C, and D), to a study that was supervised by the PhD candidate, based on his own previous research (Paper E). Hence, the PhD thesis does not only contain a research contribution in itself, but demonstrates the succession towards the ability to perform independent research.

A further, more detailed discussion of the research strategies for the individual papers is found in Chapters 2 to 6.

1.6 Contribution

In the following, we outline the five papers included in this thesis shortly. The entire papers can be found in Chapters 2 to 6.

1.6.1 Paper A, State-of-Practice of MBE in Embedded Systems

MBE aims at increasing the effectiveness of engineering and handling complexity by using models as important artefacts throughout the entire engineering process. A substantial amount of empirical studies investigates the application, benefits and drawbacks of MBE in industry. However, there is a lack of comparable studies focusing on the area of embedded systems.

Modelling standards such as MARTE [70] and the widespread use of modelling tools such as Matlab/Simulink suggest that MBE is used widely in this domain. Personal experience from cooperation with industry corroborates this view. Nevertheless, empirical data is missing.
The contribution of Paper A is to fill this gap by providing empirical data on the state of practice of MBE in the embedded systems domain. The paper aims to answer **RQ1**, “To what extent is MBE used in the automotive domain and how is it perceived?”. It does so by focusing on the following two sub-questions.

**RQ1.1:** What is the current state of practice and the assessment of MBE in the embedded systems domain?

**RQ1.2:** How does the use and the assessment of MBE differ among different demographic subgroups in the embedded systems domain?

The paper lays the foundation for this thesis by providing empirical support that models are indeed used in the automotive domain, to which a large part of the survey participants (60) belong to. In terms of the classification introduced previously, the paper can be described as depicted in Figure 1.5. The paper does not present a defined configuration of MBRE, but rather explores which configurations exist in the automotive industry. In particular, it provides answers to the *purposes* for which models are created, *objects* which are described in models, used *notations, tooling, grade of formality* and the *point in time* at which the models are created. These aspects are marked in blue colour in Figure 1.5. Aspects that are not explicitly covered in the paper are *stakeholders, abstraction level and completeness*. Therefore, they are omitted in the figure.

We do not yet focus on RE specifically in this paper. Instead, we survey the entire scope of automotive systems engineering. The reason is that modelling might be common in some areas of systems engineering, but not otherwise. In this case, we can learn from the experience in those areas and try to project that experience to RE.

Using an electronic survey, we collected data from 113 individuals, mainly professionals working in the embedded systems domain. Our findings are as follows, answering **RQ1**. MBE is widely used in embedded systems and leads to a reduction of defects and improvements in quality. State machines, as used in Paper D, are one of the notations most commonly used by the participants.
Models are used for several different purposes, such as simulation or test-case generation. In particular, 49 participants use MBE during RE. We only find minor differences between subgroups, e.g., differences between the automotive and other domains. Specifically for this thesis, this means that the answers of practitioners from the automotive domain were not substantially different from practitioners in other domains.

MBE was introduced at the participants’ companies for a number of purposes, e.g., for increased safety, traceability, quality or to shorten development time.

The participants report mainly positive effects of applying MBE, e.g., on quality or reusability. However, several shortcomings are reported as well. These include high efforts associated with education for and introduction of MBE, or increased costs.

Overall, Paper A encourages us that MBE provides the necessary benefits to address current problems in automotive RE and is at the same time accepted in the embedded domain. As a natural starting point, it triggered us to perform in-depth follow up studies on the specific situation in RE. These studies are reported in Papers B and C.

Paper A is an extended version of [71]. Furthermore, the study’s results are described in a technical report [72] and were presented in [73] as an invited paper.

1.6.2 Paper B, Organisation and Communication Problems in Automotive RE

While Paper A explored the solution domain, i.e., the use of MBE in industry, Paper B explores the problem domain of automotive RE. Specifically, we explore which problems exist in automotive RE (RQ2). These need to be understood sufficiently well before any improvements can be made.

Existing literature on automotive RE lacks empirical support, e.g., [1,6], or aims to explain how automotive RE functions in general, e.g., [44,45]. Therefore, we aim to extract a list of problems in automotive RE. We focused on the two aspects of communication and the organisation structure, as they emerged as dominant themes during the entire data collection. Furthermore, they play a major role in the complex and distributed automotive development process. Based on this aim, the paper answers the following two research questions:

RQ2.1: What are current problems or challenges in automotive RE with respect to organisation structure and communication?

RQ2.2: How can these problems or challenges be addressed in the future?

We refer to the organisation structure as the logical relations or the “decision rule connections” between people in an organisation [74]. Communication refers to the exchange of information between individuals in an organisation or between organisations, not necessarily following the organisation structure.

As this study targets problems in RE, it does not specifically address the previously presented classification scheme for MBRE. However, it sketches possible purposes, objects, stakeholders and points in time for which models could be used in order to address the found problems.

To answer the research questions, we performed an exploratory case study, collecting data from 14 interviews at 2 automotive companies, an OEM and a
supplier. From the interviews, we extracted 7 key problems related to organisation structure and communication, which we tested through a questionnaire with 31 practitioners from the automotive industry. The problems are

- P1: Lack of Product Knowledge: the lack of sufficient knowledge about the product in early stages;
- P2: Lack of Context Knowledge: the lack of context information regarding requirements on low levels of abstraction;
- P3: Unconnected Abstraction Levels: a mismatch between requirements on different abstraction levels;
- P4: Insufficient Communication and Feedback Channels: lacking communication with other people within or across the organisation;
- P5: Lack of Common Interdisciplinary Understanding: the lack of common understanding across multiple disciplines;
- P6: Unclear Responsibilities and Borders: the lack of clear and communicated responsibilities between different parts of the organisation; and
- P7: Insufficient Resources for Understanding and Maintaining Requirements: to lack enough resources in early phases to get an understanding of the needs and to maintain requirements later on.

The problems serve as a basis for solution attempts that could be targeted in the future. As a part of this, we propose a solution candidate to Problems P2, P4, and P6 in Paper E, taking into account P7.

In particular, our found problems also visualise that the complexity in automotive systems engineering is not restricted to the end-product, but rather results in a complicated organisation structure that, in turn, complicates the exchange of information. We therefore see the need for an organisation structure that effectively supports interdisciplinary RE, taking into account the central role of software. Here, models could take the role of a common specification language across disciplines, an aspect that is also mentioned by practitioners in Paper C.

However, one important aspect Paper B shows is that even textual specifications become extremely difficult to document and maintain in complex environments. Using purely model-based specifications could address this difficulty, if model transformations allow for different analyses, e.g., automated consistency checks. However, the sheer complexity might also render it impossible to create and maintain any kind of model-based specification that allows for such analyses. This difficulty to create a model is an issue that also emerges in Paper D.

1.6.3 Paper C, Models during RE

Papers A and B explore the problem and the solution domain in isolation. Paper C then investigates the combination of the two, namely how models can be used in the scope of automotive RE to address existing issues. That is, we
investigate **RQ3**, “What is the current state and the potential of using models during automotive RE?”.

In existing literature, the use of models during RE is typically assumed to be beneficial, based on authors’ experience or anecdotal evidence. Based on these assumptions, models are then proposed for different artefacts within RE, different aspects, e.g., structure and behaviour, or different abstraction levels. Examples of such modelling frameworks include SPES 2020 [15] and REMsES [6].

In Paper C, we try to increase the empirical body of knowledge in MBRE by answering the following three research questions:

**RQ3.1:** How and why are models currently used during automotive RE?

**RQ3.2:** What is the perceived potential of models in automotive RE?

**RQ3.3:** Why are models not or not yet used during automotive RE?

Similarly to Papers A and B, the paper does not present one single configuration of MBRE, but explores solution candidates. That is, it outlines possible configurations of the entire feature model, in terms of *purposes, objects, stakeholders, notations, tools, abstraction levels, grade of formality, points in time,* and *completeness.*

To answer the research questions, we analysed the same qualitative interview data as for Paper B, but with a focus on modelling. Our findings are that models are already widely used in automotive RE, but are often informal or semi-formal. Purposes include supporting communication and understanding of requirements, and facilitating their implementation and verification later on.

Regarding the potential of modelling during RE, some interviewees consider it beneficial to have formal models for purposes such as requirements validation or verification, but others do not believe that formalisation to a high degree is feasible. Instead, the latter group would prefer informal sketches for communication purposes only. We do not see any clear distinguishing patterns in what kind of people prefer which approach. One important purpose raised by several interviewees is the use of modelling notations as a standardised vocabulary enabling cross-disciplinary discussions.

In line with findings from related work and Paper A, tools are mentioned regularly as an obstacle in practice. However, our practitioners rarely mention limited functionality with respect to modelling as an issue, but rather topics such as tool usability or interoperability.

Our findings from Paper C raise several interesting discussion topics. We find that an exclusive focus on formal models does not align with the industry needs our practitioners outline. Instead, they advocate selective use of models for specific purposes such as communication. One interesting topic is the accessibility of models by domain experts. While our interviewees do not see the actual creation of models as problematic, they highlight that engineers who need to read and understand requirements models are typically not modelling experts. That is, information stored in models needs to be made accessible in an easy and efficient manner.
1.6.4 Paper D, Exploring Modelling of Behaviour Requirements

One of the most common suggestions for MBRE is to express the requirements themselves as models, i.e., the model objects are requirements. However, a widespread adoption of these frameworks has not taken place in industry. Due to the introduction of new standards such as ISO26262 in the automotive industry, there has been a renewed interest in MBRE, as seen with joint industry-academia projects targeting MBRE, such as CESAR [75] or CRYSTAL [76]. In Paper D, we report on the design of a model of behavioural requirements which we created from an industrial requirements specification. That is, we aim to answer RQ4, “To what extent can real-life textual specifications of behaviour be translated to formal models?”. This research question is broken down into two sub-questions.

RQ4.1: How can real-world requirements be formalised?

RQ4.2: How do practitioners perceive formal requirements models?

In terms of the classification introduced previously, the paper can be described as depicted in Figure 1.6. Here, we chose specific values for several of the aspects in the feature model (marked green in the figure). The model object represents the requirements of a safety-critical function, which we created based on an existing textual specification over the course of 2.5 years. We use the formal modelling notation timed automata (TA) [77], as the requirements were already roughly expressed in terms of states and transitions. The used modelling tool is Uppaal, chosen based on its availability and possibilities to perform simulations.

The purpose, stakeholders and the abstraction were subject to exploration (marked blue in the figure). That is, we created three different model versions
on different abstraction levels. The first model was a direct translation of the textual requirements, mainly aimed to form a model representation on the same level of abstraction as the textual requirements. Additionally, we wanted to be able to simulate the model. As this was not possible due to missing environment information, we created a second model on a higher level of abstraction, for simulation. Finally, we created a third, high-level model aimed to serve as an extremely simplified version of the original requirements in order to explain the function to novices.

Additionally, we generated test cases using mutation-based test case generation from the final, most abstract model. In interviews with three practitioners in the area of verification, we evaluated the outcome, as well as the feasibility and obstacles of applying the modelling approach in industry.

Our results show that behavioural requirements can be expressed as formal models. However, creating a model on the lowest level of abstraction is hardly feasible due to the high complexity and a lack of environment information. In contrast, abstraction from the detailed requirements is beneficial for both understanding and verification activities. Many of the well-known challenges in MBE were confirmed, e.g., a lack of industrial-grade tools or tool interoperability. Surprisingly, our interviewees did not consider training/education effort as a major challenge. This also reflects the findings in Paper C.

Paper D is an extended version of [78].

1.6.5 Paper E, Supporting Communication Using Existing Requirements Models

As shown in Paper B, communication during RE and of requirements knowledge is problematic in practice. Hence, methods to bridge communication gaps, in particular across organisation boundaries, are necessary. In Paper E, we propose such a method, called LoCo CoCo. We aim to answer RQ5, “How can existing requirements specifications be exploited for improving communication (regarding requirements)?”. This question is broken down into the following four research questions.

RQ5.1: To what extent can social networks be constructed automatically from model-based systems engineering data?

RQ5.2: How do practitioners evaluate the potential of these networks to tackle known communication challenges in systems engineering?

RQ5.3: For which additional use cases would practitioners like to use LoCo CoCo?

RQ5.4: To what extent can LoCo CoCo be used with different tools and organisational contexts?

In contrast to Paper D, where we model the requirements themselves, we use in Paper E a slightly different angle towards MBRE. That is, we consider existing (textual) requirements, their connections, and connections with other software engineering artefacts as a structural model. Here, the model object is the entire requirements specification and the relationships (traces) between requirements. Single entities in this structural model are the individual
requirements, while trace links between requirements form the associations. Using ownership and change information for each requirement, we build in this way a structural network of people and relationships between them, a social network. The social network is depicted using a graph notation, for the purpose of identifying the right person to communicate regarding specific issues, e.g., for requirements clarification. The resulting model abstracts from the actual requirements and depicts only people and their connections. This scope is depicted according to the presented MBRE classification scheme in Figure 1.7. Equivalent to Figure 1.6, aspects we chose are marked green, while aspects that we explored freely are marked blue.

![Figure 1.7: Scope of Paper E](image)

To answer the research questions, we followed a design science research method in three iterations. In each step, we evaluated the outcome with practitioners from the case company, a Swedish automotive OEM. In total, we conducted 15 interviews and obtained 12 answers from a web-based questionnaire.

Our results indicate that LoCo CoCo can help to address existing communication challenges by identifying important contacts across the organisation structure. We observe that the quality of social data, i.e., ownership and change information related to engineers, is often low in existing systems engineering tools. However, practitioners indicate that it was sufficient, and that it could indeed trigger them to update the data in the respective tools.

Paper E does not only show the proposed approach for improving communication. Additionally, it demonstrates that the term MBRE can be used in a wider sense to promote the use of modelling techniques and understand existing techniques using MBE knowledge. For instance, mining existing data repositories, as demonstrated in Paper E, can be understood as a model transformation. This helps abstracting from the concrete implementation, omitting implementation details not relevant to the understanding of the concept.
1.7 Summary of Results

The contributions of this thesis can be summarised as follows.

The first goal of the thesis, G1, was to empirically investigate the current and potential use of MBE during automotive RE. In the form of our first three research questions, RQ1 to RQ3, we explored this empirical basis of MBRE. The results addressing this goal are summarised in Figure 1.8.

MBE is widespread in the automotive domain and used for numerous purposes, such as simulation or test-case generation (RQ1). Also, the benefits of MBE are clearly seen by practitioners, in particular with respect to defect reductions and quality improvements. This indicates that it is indeed feasible and beneficial to use MBE during RE as well. However, several shortcomings also exist, e.g., a lack of tool interoperability or large required efforts to educate engineers in model-based techniques.

As a part of overall problems in automotive RE, we studied those related to communication and organisation structure (RQ2), as those were raised by interviewees continuously and independently of each other. Found problems include the lack of sufficient knowledge about the product in early stages or the lack of common understanding across multiple disciplines in automotive RE.

Our findings for RQ3 show that, to some extent, models are already used in our case companies during RE. However, these models are often not of formal nature, but rather sketches of desired functionality. Similarly, meta models are used heavily to prescribe a data structure, similar to how automotive modelling standards such as AUTOSAR and EAST-ADL prescribe the structure of requirements and other system engineering artefacts. Interestingly, we find that our interviewees are neither against the use of formal models during RE, nor do they believe that a high amount of formal models is feasible. Instead, they do see the use of models for limited parts of RE, e.g., to support verification later on or to improve communication based on informal sketches. They also state that it is not realistic to introduce, and in particular to maintain, large amounts of formal specifications.

The second goal of the thesis, G2, was to explore solutions to existing RE challenges, motivated by G1, making use of models. We addressed this goal with two research questions, RQ4 and RQ5. The results addressing this goal are summarised in Figure 1.9.

Towards the direction of using formal models, we aim with Paper D to explore modelling of behavioural requirements (RQ4). We find that even a subset of an entire requirements specification, in this case a 50-page specification for one automotive function, is difficult to express formally. The reason for this complexity is mainly the low level of detail and missing environment information. Perhaps not surprisingly, it was substantially easier to express an abstract version of the detailed behaviour requirements as a model that could then be executed and used for test-case generation. Indeed, this more abstract model was judged to be more helpful than the model representing the detailed requirements by our interviewees.

In contrast to our exploration of formal models of requirements for RQ4, we try to answer with RQ5 how models can be used in different ways (i.e., not expressing the requirements themselves as models). That is, we use existing requirements data and interpret its structure as a model. In this case, the
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Figure 1.8: Summary of Research Questions Addressing Goal G1

Model object is the structure of the requirements specification instead of the requirements themselves. The advantage of this approach is that there is no formal modelling knowledge required by engineers using this data. Instead, we can exploit existing data to help address issues we found for RQ2, e.g., a lack of communication and coordination. Our findings show that it is indeed possible to aid engineers in finding the right people for requirements clarification, even though existing data is in practice often incomplete or incorrect.

### 1.8 Discussion

The joint outcomes of the five papers included in this thesis raise a number of important discussion points regarding MBRE, both in the automotive domain and in general. First, the essential discussion point is if models are indeed the right way to address existing problems in RE. Secondly, given that models are the desired way forward, it needs to be discussed what the sweet spot of MBRE is. The third discussion point is the choice of strategy to introduce MBRE in an organisation. Finally, the outcome of this thesis raises a number of discussion points regarding the overall vision to use model-based techniques in SE. We discuss these four points in the following.
1.8. DISCUSSION
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Figure 1.9: Summary of Research Questions Addressing Goal G2

1.8.1 Modelling or not?

The problems found in Paper B raise several needs for future research, e.g., the need to effectively support interdisciplinary RE and communication. Models were raised by interviewees in Paper C as one possible means to address these needs. Additionally, we demonstrate the feasibility to do so for a specific case in Paper E. However, instead of using formal models, some practitioners also suggested lowering the overall effort for RE. That is, we see two contrasting approaches: to impose stricter rules or a more formal process, and to relax the existing processes and lower the overall effort spent for RE-related activities. The latter approach is typically advocated for together with the use or introduction of agile methods. That is, striving for lowering documentation in line with the agile manifesto [79].

Going beyond RE, it is not uncommon in industry and academia to view agile methods as a counterpart to model-centric methods, or at least see those two worlds in conflict with each other. However, in a recent study on RE in large-scale agile environments, we also find that practitioners suggest the use of models to maintain an understanding of the requirements in agile processes [80]. Similarly, Sikora et al. [56] report that practitioners would like to use more models. Finally, many of the suggestions in Paper C, as well as the high-abstraction model in Paper D could be used together with agile methods in an iterative fashion. Hence, the topic of modelling in RE remains timely, even with the advent of agile methods.
1.8.2 Where is the Modelling Sweet Spot?

While a broad use of MBE would theoretically maximise the benefits of using models during RE, our data does not anyhow support that this is feasible or desirable. Practitioners lean much more towards a targeted introduction of MBE for certain concerns only. While most of the interviewees would wish for a broader use of models, none expressed the desire for a proper model-driven process in which models are indeed the main artefacts. Hence, there is an interesting trade-off between being as formal as possible, to maximise the benefits obtained from MBE, and restricting the amount of formal models, so that the creation and maintenance effort does not become overwhelming.

As shown in Paper D, the complexity of models seems to limit the applicability of requirements modelling on a low level of detail, something that is corroborated by most practitioners in Paper C. While a deeper domain knowledge could have simplified the modelling process, it would likely still remain cumbersome. In particular, while requirements engineers can be expected to have much more domain knowledge, it can also be expected that they have substantially less knowledge in modelling than we do. Hence, complexity might be a limiting factor.

Overall, the suggestion to use models for a few specific purposes during RE is in contrast to both research that promotes heavy use of models during RE and other parts of a typical SE process, e.g., [6,15], and research reporting the practitioner opinion that formal models are too much effort given their benefits, e.g., [41,42]. This makes for interesting future work investigating the sweet spot of MBRE.

1.8.3 How to Introduce Modelling?

Throughout our data analyses, the question of how models and modelling can be introduced, be it during or outside RE, comes up. Both in Papers C and D, interviewees state that it is difficult to convince management of introducing modelling, as it is hard to directly show the positive effects of MBE. Similarly, the argument that there is not enough time to re-visit existing requirements and convert them to formal models (or even just to re-write them textually) is raised. This is in line with the findings by Hutchinson et al. [10], who report that introducing MBE requires an iterative approach. Similarly, Stieglbauer [81] argues for so-called Micro Injections, introducing MBE in small iterations with a clear, demonstratable outcome.

In the context of introducing modelling, individual roles and preferences are also commonly mentioned. That is, several interviewees raise the concern that individuals might resist the introduction of modelling, as it would potentially challenge their own role or position as a distinguished expert in a certain field. Similarly, this point is found in related literature on MBE, e.g., in [11]. While resistance to change is natural, personality might play an important role. For instance, Whittle et al. [12,82] report that software architects were more likely to embrace MDE in comparison to programmers. That is, the success of model-centric techniques depends on the individuals and how they embrace change. Given these observed personality differences, something that we recognised also in modelling education [83], we are currently investigating to what extent personal preferences for abstraction or detail influence one’s
own view on modelling. This is in line with existing research on personality types in SE, e.g., [84–86]. Given that we can indeed observe differences in the perception of modelling with respect to the personality of engineers, this would also impact introduction strategies for MBE, and the use of MBE in general.

Finally, substantial shortcomings with MBE remain and need to be addressed if MBE should play an important role in industry in the future. Several of these are related to the effort required to introduce or use MBE, and the complexity to maintain large amounts of model-based artefacts. While related work, e.g., [11,26], typically raises training effort in MBE as one of the main shortcomings of MBE, our findings are contradictory in this point. While in Paper A, a large amount of survey participants agrees that there is a high training effort in order to be able to use MBE, several of the interviewees in both Paper C and D do not voice any concerns with respect to modelling training. In most cases, our interviewees come from an engineering background in either electrical or mechanical engineering. This could have affected their view on formal modelling techniques, as modelling is common in both disciplines. In fact, Hutchinson et al. [11] also find that companies with SE as their main business find MBE harder to adopt than other companies. Hence, this is a topic that needs to be investigated in more detail in order to tailor MBRE and MBE in general, and their introduction, to the specific organisation context.

1.8.4 What is Beyond the MDE Vision?

In the traditional sense of MDE and MDA, models are created to reflect different aspects of the system, transformed into more refined models and finally into code. However, several of the findings in this thesis question this vision.

First, we clearly see the value of abstraction and reduction in Paper D. Our final, abstract model lacks important information. It does not only abstract from implementation details as a platform-independent model in MDA would, it actually misses relevant functionality, e.g., connections to other sub-systems. Therefore, using this model as one puzzle piece in a transformation chain towards a final, running system is unlikely. That is, program code is not the aim of the model we created in Paper D. Instead, it clearly is helpful for understanding purposes and even for formal techniques such as test-case generation. In summary, the use of models can be beneficial even if used for single concerns, not addressing an overall model-driven vision.

Similarly, Paper E shows an example of using the MBE knowledge and vocabulary in the context of a repository mining task. That is, the idea of MBE is not targeted at actively creating a model that reflects parts of the system, but rather understanding existing information as a model. Similarly to how other disciplines use models, as a means to better understand a complex problem, SE could benefit from using existing MBE knowledge as a toolset to abstract from detail in existing approaches.

Overall, these two points motivate the use of MBE in SE, going beyond the traditional MDE vision. In fact, in recent years, several of the keynotes at the MODELS conference, the premier academic conference for modelling topics in SE, have motivated the use of MBE knowledge in fields outside of SE, e.g., [87,88].
1.9 Validity Threats

In this section, we give an overview of the threats to the validity of the results of this thesis, structured using the classification into construct, internal, external validity and reliability as given in [64]. Detailed threats to validity of the included publications are discussed in their respective chapters, i.e., Chapters 2 to 6.

1.9.1 Construct Validity

Construct validity reflects the extent to which the studied factors “really represent what the researcher has in mind and what is investigated according to the research questions” [64]. For instance, terms and definitions might be interpreted in different ways by the researcher and interviewees, leading to a threat to construct validity.

To increase the construct validity, we used pilots and/or reviews of our data collection guides in all studies included in this thesis. That is, we tested interview guides with practitioners before collecting data, sent out questionnaires for review, both by practitioners and researchers, and finally discussed the guides internally. In particular, we checked for and tried to avoid leading questions or any (implicit) hypotheses being included in the instruments.

Despite the reviews of our data collection instruments, certain threats to construct validity remain. For example, we see the threat that the essential terms used in this thesis, requirement and model, are used rather differently by different people. While we use the IREB definition in which a requirement is a stakeholder need or a system capability [20], practitioners might interpret the term more freely. In particular, it is commonly discouraged to include design details in requirements, e.g., by [22,35]. In practice, however, due to the large amount of different supplier and teams working on an automotive system, automotive requirements contain large amounts of detailed design, e.g., interface descriptions. Similarly, a model is, according to the definition, essentially an abstraction from reality. In practice, some people might only consider graphical models as models, e.g., UML models, while others would be much more inclusive, e.g., consider even program code to be a model. We therefore tried to interpret the terms rather freely in our data collection and discussed them with the study participants when needed.

1.9.2 Internal Validity

Internal validity concerns the validity of the examined causal relations in a study [64]. If factors that affect each other are investigated, there is the risk that other, unknown factors also affect the outcome.

Similarly to construct validity, we tried to examine, through reviews and pilots, whether there are any factors left out in the data collection instruments. Furthermore, we asked open-ended questions in both interviews and surveys to ensure that participants could voice their opinion regarding any other issues that might affect our study topic.

Still, internal validity remains a concern, in particular for case studies reported in Papers B and C. In this case, we study a topic in its real-life
context. As such, there are many complex interactions of factors affecting the study topic. For instance, the problems reported in Paper B might have other, underlying root causes, as for example the ones proposed by Bjarnason et al. in [46]. Given the current lack of general theories in SE and a lack of substantial amounts of data on the topic, we did not attempt to perform any kind of deeper analyses on their relation.

1.9.3 External Validity

External validity describes the amount to which findings can be generalised to situations outside of the study context [64]. The external validity of case studies is generally low, as they study a concept in its context. However, the intention for case studies is still to “enable analytical generalization where the results are extended to cases which have common characteristics and hence for which the findings are relevant, that is, defining a theory.” [64].

For the two case studies included in this thesis, as well as the design science studies, the external validity is low by design. Findings are to a large extent specific to the study context. This is a threat we accept, as we deemed the goal to obtain more in-depth data on the topic of MBRE more important than attempting to find general, but more vague answers. However, we used different strategies to increase the generalisability of our findings, at least to other automotive companies. For example, we sampled our interviewees from different roles and with different experience, thus broadening the context which we investigate. In Paper B, we conducted a follow-up survey to evaluate the findings from the study context with a broader sample of participants from other automotive companies.

Paper A has a high external validity, given the survey research strategy. As a limitation, it has to be noted that our survey sample included almost exclusively proponents of MBE. That is, we cannot make any conclusions regarding the use of MBE in the entire embedded systems industry, but rather from a point of view of MBE proponents. This could lead to an overemphasis on the positive evaluation of MBE, as proponents could be biased towards the positive effects of MBE, but also gives interesting insights regarding the perceived negative effects of MBE.

1.9.4 Reliability

Reliability describes to what extent other researchers would reach the same conclusions if they were to repeat the study under the same conditions and following the same method [64].

For all five included papers, we published the data collection instruments and described the data analysis in detail. Where possible, we also published the raw data on which we based our analyses. In the case of interviews, we were not able to publish the raw transcripts due to non-disclosure agreements. Still, reliability should be at a reasonable level compared to the current methodological state in SE.

As an exception, the study presented in Paper D has larger threats to reliability. In this case, the evaluation procedures should be reliable, as both simulation and test-case generation were to a large extent an automated process,
and the interview guide has been published. However, model creation is a process that was heavily dependent on the knowledge and understanding of the researcher who created the models. We did not attempt a replication in which other researchers or practitioners would create the same models, which means that we do not have any findings regarding the reliability of this process. Furthermore, we performed empirical evaluation with 3 interviewees only. Therefore, Paper D can be seen as an exploration that needs further follow-up studies to reach a high reliability.

1.10 Conclusions and Future Work

With this thesis, we contribute to the body of knowledge in automotive MBRE. We do so by following a broad, empirical approach, providing an overview of the state of practice in automotive MBE (RQ1), the potential of MBRE in the automotive domain (RQ3), as well as problems currently faced in automotive RE (RQ2).

Generally, MBE is seen as potentially beneficial by practitioners, but a number of shortcomings need to be addressed. Additionally, practitioners question the feasibility of introducing MBRE broadly, covering many different artefacts and abstraction levels. This raises the question where the sweet spot lies for MBRE.

The current use of models during RE is often limited to informal or semi-formal notations, but practitioners support the introduction of formal models for purposes such as improving requirements understanding or supporting verification activities. Hence, the question raised by practitioners is not whether modelling should be used or not, but rather how much modelling there should be.

Given the amount of studies that investigate different aspects of MBE adoption, we see the need for future work that reviews and synthesises this work in a systematic fashion. In this context, the aim should be to build a robust theory of MBE use and adoption in industry. In particular, there is a need to synthesise existing work on the introduction of MBE in industry.

Similarly to the topic of MBE adoption, we see the need for future work towards theory building in RE challenges. Bjarnason et al. [46] have started building a framework of root causes related to RE communication challenges. Given the challenges we encountered in the appended publications, as well as in related work, we believe that this is a worthwhile effort that should be continued.

Focusing specifically on MBRE, we see the need for more qualitative as well as quantitative studies that investigate the actual needs in more detail. In particular, judging from the limited adoption in industry, it is clearly insufficient to base future work on assumptions how models should be used and introduced. Instead, systematic empirical work is needed.

Beyond empirical studies that investigate the current state of practice, we found the iterative approach we followed in Papers D (RQ4) and E (RQ5) rewarding in the sense that it allowed a frequent exchange with and evaluation by practitioners. That is, a regular sanity check helps to root the proposed approaches in a real-world context. Based on this experience, we suggest
similar iterative projects with industry partners, e.g., following the design science research or action research strategies. Clearly, this is only feasible for smaller studies that do not count on a broad introduction of a new technique or method in industry.

Many of the concerns we encountered throughout the appended publications relate to organisation-wide issues. In the case of the automotive industry, this includes various different disciplines and backgrounds. Therefore, there is a clear need to tackle existing problems in interdisciplinary projects. For MBRE in particular, it seems unlikely that any approach which does not cater to the needs of mechanical and electrical engineers as well would be introduced in our case companies, at least not on a broader scale.

In Section 1.9 we discussed that reliability is low for Paper D, as models were created by one researcher only. While there has been research on model patterns in the past, also for behaviour models, we currently lack systematic ways of creating abstractions and, therefore, models. Related work on (software) modelling education also clearly points to this issue, reporting difficulties in teaching students abstraction and modelling. Therefore, there is a need for future research investigating how engineers create models. That is, discovering and formalising different styles of model creation and of abstraction. Towards this direction, we are currently conducting a study in which we observe students creating models of requirements.

Finally, Paper E has shown that existing structures can be understood as a model, which helps abstracting from the concrete problem. This idea goes beyond the traditional MDE vision, in which models of the system are created with the purpose to reach a running system. Instead, we show that we can use the MBE knowledge to understand existing problems and solutions in an abstract way. In other topics that are extending into all scientific disciplines, e.g., machine learning or data science applications, the body of knowledge from MBE could help in a similar fashion, abstracting from the concrete, rather complex algorithms and applications.
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